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Abstract

The surface composition of the planet Mercury is not well known. The only information
currently available on its composition is from the MESSENGER missions and ground based
observations. Studying Mercury’s exosphere can potentially determine what materials are being
sputtered from its surface. At Nevis, there is an apparatus built to measure sputtering yields on
regolith substances. Performing ion sputtering experiments onto loose powders will further the
understanding of the composition of Mercury’s exosphere, and thereby its surface. Before these
experiments can be performed, proof-of-principle experiments using Krypton on Copper ion
sputtering simulations have been conducted. These simulations were then read by Python scripts
and the expected angular distributions of the sputtered particles were observed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The four terrestrial planets in our solar system are Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars.
While all four planets have iron rich cores, Mercury is the only terrestrial planet that does not
have an iron rich surface. It could be assumed that these rocky planets have similar formations
sharing the same solar system, but this is not the case. This difference is what motivates the
research conducted.

Mercury does not have an atmosphere, rather a loosely gravitationally bound exosphere.
Due to this weak gravitational force, the particles contained in Mercury’s exosphere are
continuously escaping into space and need to be regenerated. It is not certain where these
exosphere particles are generated from as only indirect studies have been conducted for its
composition. The MESSENGER satellite completed three flyby missions of Mercury as well as
four years in orbit around the planet [1]. This mission took eleven years from 2004 to 2015. This
satellite collected data of the composition of Mercury’s exosphere. Observations were made with
the data collected by the MESSENGER, but without physical sample returns from Mercury’s
surface the knowledge of the surface composition is limited. If the mineralogy of the surface is
known the formation process of the planet can be constrained.

1.1 Sodium in Mercury’s Exosphere

To figure out the mineralogy of a planet’s surface, looking at a planet’s atmosphere can
tell what particles are being sputtered from its surface. Looking at Figure 1 shows the evidence
of sodium in Mercury’s exosphere. This is an image of the sun as Mercury transits across the
solar disk and it shows the absorption spectrum of sodium in Mercury’s exosphere. It raises the
question - is the sodium found in Mercury’s exosphere sputtered from the surface of the planet
by solar wind ions. Solar winds are the continuous flow of charged particles, usually protons,
from the sun. If this is what is being shown, then this information can be used to constrain the
mineralogy of the planet and its formation.

In the beginning of planetary formation, rocky planets start with molten surfaces. As they
start to cool, different minerals condense at different temperatures. Some minerals float up
towards the surface of, while other minerals condense and sink further into the interior of the
planet. The rate and time the planet’s surface solidifies can be constrained using the mineral
composition of the planet.
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Figure 1. From [2]. The absorption spectrum of Mercury’s exosphere as the planet transits across the sun.
The planet is rotating from left to right (dusk to dawn). The sun is shown in false color blue and Mercury

is the black circle blocking out the light of the sun. What is shown in green, yellow, and red is the
absorption of the solar spectrum by sodium atoms.

1.2 Sputtering Studies with Regolith

Most experimental and theoretical studies on sputtering yields have been performed using
a slab for the target substance. There are few theoretical or experimental sputtering studies done
with regolith-like loose powders. Airless bodies in space, like Mercury, are coated in loose
powders. It is not known how to translate these slab sputtering studies to regoliths. More
experimental work with sputtering on regolith target substances is necessary to apply their
sputter yields to planetary surface studies.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

Shown below is the apparatus to simulate the experimental work for this project. I did not
get the chance to experience these apparatuses in person due to the pandemic, but I still became
familiar with them in my REU studies. My work for this project has been conducted entirely
remotely.
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2.1 The Experimental Setup

The Savin group is experimentally simulating sputtering by solar wind ions using the
apparatus shown in Figure 2. The ion beam source is 8.5 feet off of the ground and is shown as
the metal box in the upper right corner of fig. 2. The ion beam is then deflected at a 45 degree
angle downward towards the target surface shown as the metal spherical chamber in the lower
left corner of fig. 2. The ion beam will hit the sample inside of the target chamber at the incident
angle of 45 degrees to the target surface normal.

Figure 2. The apparatus used by the Savin group to experimentally simulate sputtering by solar wind
ions. The ion beam is bent to a 45 degree angle and hits the spherical target sample below.

The image shown in Figure 3 shows the half dome that holds the catcher foils used to
receive the sputtered loose powder particles. Not all of the foils are visible in this figure. There
are 41 catcher foils at different polar and azimuthal angles. The blue arrow in the figure shows
the ion beam impacting the target sample at a 45 degree angle. The two grey metal pieces off to
the sides of the image are the feet used to hold the half dome to the inside of the target chamber.
As shown in fig. 2, the half dome is below where the ion beam is generated and is held
horizontally. This is because if the regolith sample was held vertically the loose powder would
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fall off of the target area due to gravity. The goal of this project is to map the sputtered particles
onto these 41 catcher foils.

Figure 3. The half dome lined with the 41 different catcher foils used to receive the sputtered regolith
particles. The ion beam enters at a 45 degree angle and impacts the sample mount.

2.2 SDTrimSP

A simulation program called SDTrimSP was used in this project. SDTrimSP is a Monte
Carlo program that simulates atomic impacts onto an amorphous target [3]. The Monte Carlo
method is a broad class of computational algorithms that uses repeated random sampling to
obtain numerical results. Amorphous means no crystalline structure. In this simulation program,
the user specifies the impact atom, energy, and angle, as well as the substrate used. The program
includes a binary collision approximation, which means it ignores many body effects. This
program outputs sputtered particle velocity vectors.
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Figure 4. From [3]. The SDTrimSP coordinate system.

Work was done to relate the coordinate system of SDTrimSP used to measure the sputter
particle locations to the laboratory coordinate system used to measure the azimuthal and polar
angles of the 41 catcher foils. Figure 4 shows the axii system outputted by SDTrimSP. It was
necessary to map the laboratory coordinate system onto this shown system. This was done by
using Euler Angle transformations shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Euler angle matrices for x, y, and z coordinates.

2.3 Python

For this project, the desktop graphical user interface (GUI) called Anaconda Navigator
was used to launch the Scientific Python Development Environment (Spyder 3.0) [5]. Spyder is a
free integrated development environment (IDE) that is included in Anaconda Navigator. This is
the interface used to complete the Python development of this project.

3 MY SIMULATIONS AND PYTHON DATA ANALYSIS

Before the Savin group can begin conducting ion sputtering experiments the experiment
itself has to be commissioned and benchmarked. After testing the SDTrimSP program to make
sure it is behaving properly, Python is used to read the locations of the sputtered particles and
map their particle count distribution onto the 41 different catcher foils.
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3.1 Krypton on Copper SDTrimSP Testing

So Krypton (Kr) on Copper (Cu) simulations were conducted for proof-of-principle
measurements. One of these proofs was testing the SDTrimSP to make sure the program was
behaving properly. Figure 6 shows the sputter yield of Kr on Cu at normal (zero degrees)
incidence. There is good agreement between the theoretical SDTrimSP data and the experimental
data pulled from the Sputtering by Particle Bombardment publication published in 2007 [4].
These results were then mapped onto the 41 catcher foils. Overall, this test shows that the
methodology of using the SDTrimSP simulation program is valid and follows the yield pattern of
previous experiments.

Figure 6. Shows the Kr beam energy in eV vs. the sputter yield of Kr on Cu at normal incidence.

3.2 My Python Data Analysis Script

The python script used in this project can be found in Appendix 6.1. Python was used to
read the laboratory polar and azimuthal angles of the 41 different foil locations and translate the
locations into the SDTrimSP Cartesian coordinate system using polar to cartesian
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transformations. The sputtered particle emission angles from the SDTrimSP simulations were
read and, like before, translated into SDTrimSP coordinates. The sputtered particle locations
were then mapped onto the foil locations using embedded loops. Lastly, the python code created
was used to count the number of particles hitting each individual foil and print them into a two
column data vector. This data was used in calculating the expected angular distribution
histogram.

3.3 Sputter Yield and Expected Angular Distribution

Three simulations were run in SDTrimSP at an Kr incidence beam energy of 20 keV onto
Cu. The normal incidence was run with 5 million counts and this produced a sputter yield of
9.06. Two 45 degree incidence angles simulations were run with one having 1.7 million counts
and the other with 5 million counts. Both produced a sputter yield of 17.83. The 45 degree
incidence angle was run at two different particle counts due to the 1.7 million count simulation
taking about 40 minutes to completely run, and the 5 million count simulation taking about 4
hours to run. The 1.7 million particle count was used when multiple tests and changes to the
simulation were needed at the beginning of this project. After running these simulations through
the python code shown before, these simulations calculated the expected angular distribution for
each angle of incidence. The histogram shown in Figure 7 shows this distribution.
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Figure 7. Shows the foil number vs. the particle frequency to show the normal incidence angular
distribution.

As shown in Fig. 7, the data follow the trend of the first foil having the highest particle
frequency. The particle frequency decreases as the polar angle increases, with slight variations at
each polar angle due to the monte carlo program style. Using a program that relies on
randomness causes there to be fluctuations between similar data values.

4 CONCLUSION

During this summer program I created a python code for reading foil and particle
locations, and then mapped the particles onto the different catcher foils. One issue that was
present throughout the REU program was that the SDTrimSP output for the azimuthal angle was
ambiguous. This problem was only solved this week, and as a result the 45 degree angle of
incidence for Kr on Cu distribution histogram was not completed.

With assisting in the further development of theoretical knowledge of ion sputtering onto
regolith substrates, there comes a better understanding of how sodium is sputtered into Mercury’s
exosphere from its surface. I hope to help bridge the gap between the studies of Mercury’s
exosphere composition and the composition of the hermitian surface with my work on loose
powder ion sputtering.
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6 APPENDIX

6.1 Python Script

import numpy as np
import collections
#import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
foil = np.loadtxt('test.txt')               #foil data
dp1 = foil[:,0]                 #polar foil angle in degrees
da1 = foil[:,1]                 #az foil angle in degrees
p1 = dp1*(np.pi/180)            #polar angle in radians
aa1 = da1*(np.pi/180)+(np.pi/2)            #az angle in radians
efx = 7*np.sin(p1)*np.cos(-aa1)       #x location of foils in experim. coordinates (ec)
efy = 7*np.sin(p1)*np.sin(-aa1)       #y location of foils in ec
efz = 7*np.cos(p1)                   #z location of foils in ec
sfx = -efz
sfy = efy
sfz = efx
#sfx = -efz                      #x location of foils in SD coordinates (sdc)
#sfy = efx                       #y location of foils in sdc
#sfz = -efy                        #z location of foils in sdc
foildata = np.column_stack([sfx,sfy,sfz]) #puts data in columns
print(foildata)
fx = foildata[:,0]       #foil coordinates from the column stack
fy = foildata[:,1]
fz = foildata[:,2]
#particle = np.loadtxt('projectile_test.txt') #projectile data
particle = np.genfromtxt('partic_back_r_0.dat', skip_header=5, skip_footer=2)
#print(len(particle))                           #number of projectiles
#cosp2 = particle[:,13]             #cosine of polar p angle
#cosa2 = particle[:,14]             #cosine of az p angle
#p2 = np.arccos(cosp2)               #polar particle angle
#aa2 = np.arccos(cosa2)               #az particle angle
#px1 = -7*np.cos(p2)                       #x location of particles
#py1 = 7*np.sin(p2)*np.sin(-aa2)             #y location of particles
#pz1 = 7*np.sin(p2)*np.cos(-aa2)             #z location of particles
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#particle = np.loadtxt('particlesixtest.txt')
px1 = particle[:,7]
py1 = particle[:,8]
pz1 = particle[:,9]
particledata = np.column_stack([px1,py1,pz1])
#print(particledata)
#print(min(py1))
px = particledata[:,0]           #particle coordinates from the column stack
py = particledata[:,1]
pz = particledata[:,2]
R = 0.501280412             #radius of sphere above the foil radius
fcount = 0               #foil counts
pcount = 0               #particle counts
radii = []
foilnum = []            #number list of foils hit by particles
particlenum = []        #number list of particles hitting foils
while pcount < 5000000:                  #number of different particles

while fcount < 41: #41 different foils
xx = (px[pcount]-fx[fcount])**2 #reads them numberically
yy = (py[pcount]-fy[fcount])**2
zz = (pz[pcount]-fz[fcount])**2
r = (xx+yy+zz)**(1/2)
if r <= R:

radii.append(r)
foilnum.append(fcount+1) #foil number particle on
particlenum.append(pcount+1) #particle number hit foil

fcount += 1
fcount = 0
pcount += 1

foilnum.sort()                       #sorts the foils in numeric order
sputterdata = np.column_stack([foilnum,particlenum])
freq = collections.Counter(foilnum)         #number of particles hitting each foil
freqa = list(freq.keys())                   #key foil numbers
freqb = list(freq.values())                 #how many times each foil is hit
frequencydata = np.column_stack([freqa,freqb]) #put freq into columns
print(frequencydata)
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